PRISM POLES AND OFFSET TOOLS

Contractor Series
TLV Prism Poles

Import TLV™ prism poles
``TLVs and Twist-Locks include

FEATURES & BENEFITS
``These ‘no-frills’ imported poles

are designed to give service in the
field at a lower purchase price

``Your choice of metric (cm) or dual

40-minute level vials
``Aluminum outer and inner pole
``Hardened steel points

(cm/10ths) graduations

``Traditional red and white color

Part No.
5530-10

Contractor Series
Compression Lock Poles

PART NO.

SECTIONS

TIP

LENGTH

POLE TYPE

GRADS

WEIGHS

5530-10

1

Adjustable

8.53 ft (2.60 m)

Aluminum

Dual

2.67 lb (1.21 kg)

5531-10

1

Adjustable

2.60 m

Aluminum

Metric

2.67 lb (1.21 kg)

5530-20

2

Adjustable

11.81 ft (3.60 m)

Aluminum

Dual

3.65 lb (1.66 kg)

5531-20

2

Adjustable

3.60 m

Aluminum

Metric

3.65 lb (1.66 kg)

5530-30

3

Adjustable

15.25 ft (4.65 m)

Aluminum

Dual

5.38 lb (2.44 kg)

5531-30

3

Adjustable

4.65 m

Aluminum

Metric

5.38 lb (2.44 kg)

Traditional Compression lock import prism poles
FEATURES & BENEFITS
``These ‘no-frills’ imported poles

``Your choice of metric (cm) or

are designed to give service in the
field at a lower purchase price

dual (cm/10ths) graduations
``Aluminum outer and inner pole
``40-minute level vials

``Adjustable tip
``Hardened steel points
``Red and white color

Part No.
5631-10

PART NO.

SECTIONS

TIP

LENGTH

POLE TYPE

GRADS

WEIGHS

5631-10

1

Adjustable

2.60 m (8.53 ft)

Aluminum

Metric

2.65 lb (1.20 kg)

5631-20

2

Adjustable

3.60 m (11.81 ft)

Aluminum

Metric

3.45 lb (1.56 kg)

5631-30

3

Adjustable

4.65 m (15.25 ft)

Aluminum

Metric

5.00 lb (2.27 kg)

Offset Tools
``Used with total stations and prism poles to help get accurate elevation
measurements in hard-to-reach places such as sewer lines
``Has an adjustable centerline, 1.60 to 1.00-ft (48.76 to 30.48-cm) in
0.20-ft (6.09-cm) increments
``Constructed of anodized 1/2 inch thick aluminum
``Includes brass male 5/8 x 11 threaded post and a
stainless steel 5/8 x 11 Heli-Coil®
``Weighs 1.15 lb (0.52 kg)

``Perform odd setups and stay away from dangerous situations with the
Offset Pole Holder Kit

``Combine the kit with any 5/8 x 11 threaded pole and a Heads-Up™ Level
(PN 5001-20, page 13) for a safe and sturdy setup

``A padded case, hex wrench, and an

adapter plate for instrument tripods
is included
``Weighs 1.79 lb (0.81 kg)

Maintains Exact
Pole Elevation
Readings!

5198-163 — Adjustable Offset Bar

22

product shipped from the US warehouse only

5198-157 — Offset Pole Holder Kit

